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❑ Hodge Elementary School

❑ DeRenne Middle School

❑ Godley Station K8

❑ AE Beach High School
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❑ Setting classrooms with social distancing

❑ Use of plexiglass or acrylic dividers

❑ Use of face masks with face shields

(If its approved)

❑ Blend of morning/evening classes

❑ Blend of in-class/online classes
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❑ Depending on the size of school and available 
classrooms, we will be able to accommodate 60% 
of children.

❑ Some schools have lower enrollment and more 
rooms which will require redistricting or 
distribution of kids accordingly.

❑ Additional Portable classrooms is another 
possibility
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❑ Classroom at Godley Station
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❑ Classroom at Beach High School
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❑ Classroom at Hodge Elem.
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❑ We propose the high school/middle schools should 
attend schools only on two days so all students get 
a chance to come to school and rest of the days, 
they can attend online classes.

❑ It may not be feasible for elementary schools so 
we will need to accommodate them everyday.
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After
(16 students) 6-ft apart

Before
(24 Students)
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School Existing Capacity

FY2021 Projected 

Enrollment

No of students with 

Social Distancing

Hodge Elementary 664 472 546

DeRenne Middle 969 696 768

Godley Station K8 1349 1659 1078-1346

AE Beach High 1146 958 854-994
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Existing Capacity
Current 

Enrollment

Capacity 

6 ft social distancing

Elementary 18,547 13,432 11,128

K-8 7,784 7,047 4,670

Middle 8,630 5,853 5,178

High School 10,016 9,186 7,736

Total 44,977 35,518 28,712
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❑ From Existing Capacity to socially distanced,

We can accommodate:

60-66%
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❑ Use of Plexiglass/Lexican/Acrylic dividers on tables
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❑ Expensive and time consuming

❑ Labor cost partly LOE and will need a contractor to 
finish the work on time with a big enough workforce to 
finish work on time.

Plexiglass $52.00

Edging $6.45

Base $11.94

Caulk $1.00

DS Tape $1.00

Total $72.39 Material cost per student
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❑ It is a cheaper alternative only if it is approved.

❑ A quick decision has to be made if this option is 
used.

❑ A shortage of these faceshields is expected soon. 

❑ Current price $2.50 each if bought in packs of 
100s.
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❑ Addition of Custodial staff for sanitizing and 
cleaning every classroom at the end of the day.

❑ Need additional equipment like Electrostatic 
machines to sanitize the classrooms and other 
areas of the school

❑ Need for additional chemicals for sanitizing schools
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❑ UV light can be used as a Sanitizing Agent 

How UV Disinfection Works

UV provides rapid, effective inactivation of 
microorganisms through a physical process. When 
bacteria, viruses and protozoa are exposed to the 
germicidal wavelengths of UV light, they are rendered 
incapable of reproducing and infecting. UV light has 
demonstrated efficacy against pathogenic organisms, 
including those responsible for cholera, polio, typhoid, 
hepatitis and other bacterial, viral and parasitic diseases.
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❑ Every classroom/office/restroom/hallways will 
need a UV Light installed.

❑ Current cost for one retrofit unit $400.00 to 
$750.00 depending on the size.

(getting other quotes to see if possible to get       
lower prices)

❑ Cost of installation – getting quotes from local 
vendors

❑ Will reduce the cost of sanitizing over a period of 
time due to less manpower/chemical use.
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❑ Transporting students to schools and back home 
will be the biggest challenge.

❑ A blend of online/in-class would be better choice 
as half of students in High School/Middle school 
can come to schools on alternate days and it would 
be easy to accommodate them in classrooms with 
social distancing as well.


